Finding reliable and quality accommodation is one of the big challenges to student mobility. HOME² advances the prior HOME project outcomes, supporting Erasmus+ participants and stakeholders in searching and promoting inclusive student accommodations. Indeed, leveraging HOME’s digitalized infrastructure for the accommodation offer and its digital and physical accommodation quality standards, HOME² addresses the digital transformation of the Erasmus+ Programme and encourages an inclusive international higher education system through three main actions:

- Define European guidelines targeting multi-stakeholders to meet challenges and expectations in searching and providing student accommodation within the Erasmus+ countries.
- Enrich the functionalities of the HOME accommodation digital interface.
- Provide policy recommendations to develop an inclusive and transnational accommodation offer.

Six partners from different European countries are joining HOME², combining their complementary expertise and networks. HOME² consortium represents key project stakeholders such as international student organizations (ESN), Higher Education Institutions (Politecnico di Milano and Universidad de Oviedo), European Foundations (EUF), accommodation platforms and associations (Housing Anywhere and UIPI). Politecnico di Milano DABC coordinates the project starting in December 2023.
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MAIN GOALS

OBJECTIVE ONE
ADVANCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF INCLUSIVE AND RELIABLE STUDENT ACCOMMODATIONS IN EUROPE BY CREATING COOPERATIVE NETWORKS BETWEEN THE PROJECT’S STAKEHOLDERS.

OBJECTIVE TWO
CONNECT STUDENT ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS IN A CLEAR AND TRANSNATIONAL LANGUAGE THROUGH A QUALITY AND ACCESSIBLE FLOW OF INFORMATION.

OBJECTIVE THREE
PROVIDE INSIGHTS FOR POLICymakers to bridge the gap between higher education institutions and the student housing sector within the countries involved in the Erasmus+ Programme.